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Abstract
This paper proposes a new approach to querying collections of structured textual information such as SGML/XML
documents. Knowledge about the structure of documents is
an additional resource that should be exploited during retrieval since the semantics of the different textual objects
can be used to specify an information need much more
precisely. However, the traditional probabilistic retrieval
model lacks the ability to handle structural information.
We define a new retrieval function based on the probabilistic model which overcomes this drawback. The presented
query language allows the assignment of structural roles to
individual terms. The efficient evaluation of queries in this
framework requires appropriate index structures. We design
text and structure indexes and show how their information
is combined during evaluation. The implementation supports additional functionalities such as a table of contents
for browsing. First evaluation results show the feasibility of
the approach on collections of unstructured documents.

1 Introduction
The growth of the Internet has had a great impact on the
dissemination of text with embedded structural information.
Not only does it facilitate access to the enormous quantities of such data in distributed, heterogeneous, information
repositories, but also publishing houses perceive the profit
of working with structured documents to support efficient
cross-media publishing (especially including the WWW).
What distinguishes structured documents is the presence
of explicit semantics for structural parts. In addition to
pure textual information, the meaning of different sections
(author, title, abstract, heading of section/subsection, paragraph, etc.) is also stored within the same document. The
recently standardized markup language XML1 is a prominent example for describing such kind of documents. As
1 http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/xml.html

the structure of these data is irregular [22] and implicitly
given by the document itself, not by a global scheme, they
are often referred to as semi-structured data [1, 5].
Knowledge about the structure of documents is a true resource for users. The additional information can be used
in many ways, for example to facilitate an intuitive understanding of the whole document through an automatically
generated table of contents. The prime benefit, however, is
the enhanced expressive power in specifying an information
need very precisely and this becomes even more important
in view of the abundance of information (especially the millions of data sources on the Web).
With the description and evaluation of a possibly complex information need as the central motivation, efficiently
supporting the satisfaction of these needs is the logical consequence. Thus, we propose a new ranking approach based
on the traditional probabilistic retrieval model (see [11]) to
handle structural information both in queries and in the calculation of ranked result lists. This eXtended Probabilistic
REtrieval to Structure (XPRES) is defined in exact terms
and its usability is shown by means of examples and a first
evaluation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the goals and concepts of
the XPRES approach. The associated query language and
the novel retrieval function are discussed in section 3. Section 4 describes the requirements of appropriate index structures and presents our solution. Implementation aspects are
outlined in section 5 followed by some evaluation remarks
in section 6. In section 7 we comment on other work that is
closely related to our approach. Finally, section 8 concludes
and points out directions for future work.

2 Goals and Concepts
The main goal of this work is the inclusion of structural
information (within documents) in the retrieval process to
open up new opportunities in searching document collections. A more intuitive access to documents and a more
precise specification of queries are the aim of this proposal.

In the following, the important roles of the retrieval function, the algorithm for calculating the ranked retrieval results, and the necessary access structures are emphasized.
Brief descriptions of the underlying probabilistic retrieval
model and the properties of structured documents, as illustrated by XML documents, are given. This is to introduce
the basic notions for the rest of the paper.

2.1 Retrieval Function
It is generally accepted in the information retrieval community that Boolean retrieval is inadequate (see [4, 15])
and yields the worst retrieval quality in comparison with
other retrieval models. The ranking approach to retrieval
has turned out to be more appropriate for end-users. Many
models for the ranking technique have been developed over
the last 40 years since the work of Luhn [18] in 1957. Based
on different query and document representations, it is always the retrieval function which determines the similarity
between these representations and constitutes the ranking
order. The usual techniques, however, are all based on flat
documents. In other words the granularity of division is always on the term level. No other structural information is
taken into account. The realization of an extended approach
gives rise to the following questions that are answered in
section 3.
 What does a query language that is both intuitive and
handles structural originalities look like?

 How does the structure obtained from queries and documents influence the calculation of the ranking which,
in turn, determines the retrieval quality of the whole
model?

2.2 Index Structures
The efficient evaluation of queries in information retrieval needs appropriate file structures such as lexicographical indices (inverted file, Patricia (PAT) tree), clustered file
structures, and indices based on hashing (signatures) [11].
Accordingly all of these access structures provide the required model-specific information. The advent of structured
text in the context of information retrieval calls for further
aids. Either a separate structure index has to be built or the
additional information has to be integrated in the existing
file structures.
What does an index that facilitates both the efficient calculation of a ranking and other facilities such as browsing
look like? This problem is addressed in section 4.

2.3 XML-Documents
All of the following discussion is based on structured
documents. Thus we need a way to express this addi-

tional information in these documents. We make use of
XML (Extensible Markup Language) which is a new standard approved by the World Wide Web Consortium2 that
many believe will become the de facto data exchange format for the Web. XML supports the electronic exchange of
machine-readable data (while HTML is primarily designed
for human-readable documents). XML is a simplified subset of SGML (Structured Generalized Markup Language)3
specially designed for Web applications. This subset retains the key SGML advantages of extensibility, structure,
and validation in a language that is designed to be vastly
easier to learn, use, and implement than full SGML. We do
not want to give a tutorial on XML but refer to literature
[14] and Internet resources4 . Our intention is to introduce
the notions used in the remainder of the paper.
Data in XML is grouped into elements delimited by tags.
Elements can be nested and may have assigned attributes.
Each tag may have several attribute-value pairs; values are
always strings.
XML comes with its own kind of scheme, called Document Type Definition (DTD). A DTD specifies, by means
of regular grammars, how elements can be nested. Thus, in
a DTD one can fine-tune the amount of structure imposed
on a document. If the markup need not be validated against
a grammar, a DTD is not necessary. Figure 1 illustrates an
example of XML data and a DTD.
DTD:
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

bible (section*)>
section (title,verse+)>
title (#PCDATA)>
verse (#PCDATA)>
verse nr CDATA #REQUIRED>

Document:
<?XML version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE bible SYSTEM "bible.dtd">
<bible><section>
<title>The Creation</title>
<verse nr="1">In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth.</verse>
...
</section></bible>

Figure 1. Example of XML Data with DTD
Summarizing the above mentioned properties of XML
documents, one can say that text is composed of elements.
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml
3 http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/sgml-xml.html
4 http://www.xml.com

Every element has a type and a set of attributes. The elements can be nested but must not be overlapping.
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2.4 Probabilistic Retrieval
As stated before in section 2.1, many ranking models
have been developed. Among those techniques which rank
a query against individual documents, the principle ones are
the vector space model and the probabilistic model. We now
introduce the basic concepts of the probabilistic model because it is a powerful framework for developing new techniques [4].
The conceptual model of information retrieval systems
describes the representation of documents   , and
 , and determines the way the similarity bequeries
tween both is measured. In the probabilistic model, this
comparison is realized by estimating the relevance of a document given a query. The estimation itself can be biased
by different assumptions which lead to different estimation
functions. In the following we briefly outline a fairly simple
model, the so-called Binary Independence Retrieval (BIR).5
Let  !  "$# denote the set of all terms in
the collection. A Document &%' and a query %( are
represented by finite sets of terms. To estimate the probability that a specific document  will be judged relevant with
respect to a specific query , the following retrieval function
)+* -,.0/21 can be used [4]:
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where G  is the probability that term   occurs in the relevant set of documents, and  is the probability that term  
occurs in the nonrelevant set of documents.
The derivation of this formula is quite long (application
of Bayes’ theorem, usage of odds) and well known in the
information retrieval community. We thus omit it here but
point out two basic assumptions underlying the BIR model:
1. terms are independent of each other (in other words the
conditional probabilities can be multiplied);

O
2. for all terms PQ
the probability of occurrence in a
relevant document is equal to the probability of occurrence in a non-relevant document.6
The problem in applying ranking function 1 is to estimate
the probabilities G  and  for the terms   R . The estimates can be obtained from relevance feedback. If a set of
relevant documents is not available, an initial setting of the
parameters can be estimated [4, 8]:
J
G   S and  UTV 
5 For

a precise introduction, see [4, 6].
assumptions may also be the subject of debate, of course, but
this is not the aim of the paper.
6 These

This leads to the retrieval function
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which is approximately equivalent to the well known IDF
(inverted document frequency) weight. Additional relevance feedback data can be used to re-evaluate the document ranking.
Experimental results have shown that the usage of
within-document frequency weights leads to significant improvements [7]. These weights are best estimated with normalized within-document frequencies. Tuning the weighting to different collections is achieved by introducing two
scaling factors a and b . The final form of the retrieval
function is given as:
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(see formula 2)
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The formula consists of two parts. First the IDF measure
represents the entropy of a term occurring in both document
and query. The more documents that exist containing the
term, the smaller the IDF gets. This reduces the influence
of widespread terms. The second part reflects the term frequency  @ , which has to be standardized by the length of
i
the document. Otherwise long documents would be favored
over short ones, simply because they contain more terms
and thus are more likely to have a higher value for  @ .
i

3 Retrieval on Structured Documents
The XPRES approach (eXtended Probabilistic REtrieval
to Structure) is based on the probabilistic retrieval technique
described in section 2.4. In the following, we first define a
query language and then introduce the retrieval function to
compute the relevance of structural elements with respect to
a given query.

3.1 Query Language
A query in the probabilistic retrieval model can be
represented by an unordered subset of  where 

!l ! !"$# is the set of all terms. A term can be a
single word or a complete phrase (for example ’information retrieval’). The user can easily express his information
need by specifying some related terms.
Sometimes the terms in the user’s mind are associated
with structural roles such as ’author’ or ’heading’ for example. Let m be the set of all roles that belongs to the structure
of the underlying data. In XPRES, we allow the expression
of the relations between the terms and the structural roles.
Thus an extended query n is defined as a set of pairs each
describing a term7 and its associated structural role:

o
n p 3    qr5tsu  .MvqrwxmY#
For illustration, consider the XML data in figure 1 and the
following example:

y
n z 3 ’creation’ |{}v~WlI Wv>}5| 3 ’earth’ Z}C{l}>5 #
This query is looking for the word ’creation’ in a section
title and for a verse containing ’earth’.
Each structural role q r (m can be seen as a structural
description of a set of text elements (for example elements
of XML data). The definition of a language for selecting a
set of elements is not the aim of this paper. As an example,
however, such a description can be given by element names
(such as author) or by simple or regular path expressions as
described in [2]. For a non-experienced end-user, roles can
be named in a more intuitive manner in the latter case (eg
’title of section’ instead of data.%.section.title).

3.2 Retrieval Function
The traditional probabilistic retrieval model as described
in section 2.4 does not take any structural information into
account. There are only documents and terms occurring in
documents. We would like to extend formula 3 in a number
of ways:
1. The structure of the underlying data, which can be used
in the new query language has to be integrated. (This
means that term frequencies with respect to structural
roles instead of whole documents are required).
7 In theory the distinction between a single word and a phrase is unnecessary: we are talking about terms in general. In practice, however, the
index structures used may be heavily affected by the term characteristics.
As all searchable terms have to be integrated in the index explicitly (see
section 4), supporting phrase search would lead to an enormous overhead.
Therefore our implementation will only consider single words as query
terms.

2. The result of a query should not necessarily be a set
of entire documents. This enables the user to retrieve
portions of documents and to decide which elements
constitute a ’document’ (so that some kind of inverted
element frequency instead of IDF is needed).
3. A weighting of structural roles should be taken into
account. Either depending on the document collection
(default values) or preferably on the query specific requirements (given by the user).
First of all, we would like to look at the in-document frequency  @ of formula 3. Our approach extends the query
i
language to structural roles so that the term frequency also
depends on role q r assigned to term  in the query. To determine the number of all relevant term occurrences for a
pair 3    qr5 in an element  , we have to look at both element  and every element contained in  . That is because
 represents the composition of all subsequent elements (in
the hierarchy). As the user explicitly associated   with qr
in his query, relevant occurrences of term   can only be
found in elements having role qr . The formalization of this
informally described measure of relevant term frequency requires the following definitions.
In our approach, every structural role q r describes a set
of structural elements and therefore each element can take
several roles. The set of roles for one element  is determined by:
roles 3  5%m
Furthermore we need the number of occurrences of term
  in an element  that is given by:
freq 3    5.
Only terms appearing directly in an element are included.
Note that terms occurring in a descendant of this element
are not counted. Therefore freq 3    5 evaluated on an element  that is only a composition of other elements is
always 0. With these additional definitions, we are able to
formulate the relevant term frequency of   occurring in elements with role qr reachable from element  :

i
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Now, the relevance of a document  n ( n is represented
by the topmost element like ’bible’ in figure 1) given an extended query n can thus be defined by the following retrieval
function:
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This function is still based on the concept of whole documents and therefore has to be extended to work on every
element. If there are no documents at all, the measures IDF
and maxfreq @  in formula 3 become undefined. The definition of maxfreq @  can be fixed in an intuitive manner:
maxfreq ¡

the maximum frequency of any term in
element  or descendants of  .
To adapt IDF , all elements having the same role are handled as micro-documents and the entropy over these microdocuments is considered. The distribution of a term (for
example ’database’) over elements having two roles (eg title and abstract) can be completely different. This leads to
the Inverted Element Frequency depending not only on term
  but also on role qr :
Vw£ K 8 9u¤ £
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the number of elements having role qr
8:9 ¤ £  
the number of elements having role qr
T
and term  
Experiments [23] have shown an improvement of the
retrieval result if structures are weighted (eg a hit in the
headings seems to be more relevant than a hit in the body
text). Therefore we support a corresponding mechanism
and weight a role qr , describing the structure of the data,
by ¥ 3 qr5 . Nevertheless users should not be restricted by
some predefined constant values. Instead they can control
their own weighting schemes by individually assigning different weights to the structural roles.8
Putting all the pieces together, the new retrieval function
looks like this:
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The derived formula 4 is able to estimate the relevance
of every element to a query with structural assignments.

4 Index Structures
Searching in document databases is typically an iterative process. A user poses a query, looks at the result, and
modifies the query until the result contains enough relevant
documents. As an result of this interaction between the user
and the retrieval system a fast query response of the system is required. For larger databases, therefore, an index
for evaluating a query becomes a necessity.
8 In our sample implementation, this feature is supported in the advanced query mode only (see section 5.4)

4.1 Requirements
As opposed to the unstructured case, structured documents contain much more information. Every structured
document consists of many elements having names and attributes. New retrieval approaches like XPRES are based
upon this structure, which has to be integrated into the index structures. The large volume of this information implies
that one should pay attention to the storage and execution
efficiency.
Besides the support of query evaluation, index structures
can also be used for other tasks. If the index allows accessing all elements of a certain name, this information can be
presented to the user (for example a list of all authors in the
database). The creation of a table of contents needs access
to the hierarchical structure of the documents. These additional functionalities for browsing guide the user through
the data in an intuitive manner.

4.2 Index Organization
Due to the requirements imposed by additional functionalities – such as a table of contents for browsing – an index
structure that preserves the hierarchical structure of the underlying data is necessary. We call this index the structure
index. The evaluation of textual queries is supported by another index structure, the text index. The text index can be
kept as small as possible by using the information of the
structure index to evaluate a ranking.
The containment relationship of elements can be modeled as a directed tree. Nodes represent elements and an
edge from element  to   means that  contains   . The
number of elements in a database is quite large, so it is unlikely that the tree will fit into memory. It has to be linearized and stored in an array on disk. This can be done by
either a depth-first or a breadth-first traversal of the tree.
Each array element (see figure 2) of the structure index
contains a link to its parent (for example, the position of
the parent in the array) and to its content (for example, the
StartPos/Length if the content is stored in a file or any other
identifier if it is stored in a DBMS). For the evaluation of
queries, two more pieces of information have to be integrated in the structure index: the maxfreq and the roles of
this element as described in section 3.
Parent
Roles
StartPos
Length
maxfreq

Figure 2. Array element of the structure index

An index structure heavily used for text searching in information retrieval is the so-called inverted file. An inverted
file contains an entry for each term that stores a list of pointers to all occurrences of that term in the main text. It is often
divided into two different parts: the lexicon and the postings. The lexicon provides fast term searching. Instead of
storing all the occurrences itself, it only stores the number
of occurrences and a link to the postings of each term. The
part of the postings contains all the occurrences of all terms
in the lexicon.
A full ranking could be calculated using the inverted file
by searching each query term and traversing the postings.
In general, the user does not want to retrieve every element
so only certain elements (the retrieval elements) have to be
scored. These elements may, for example, be specified by
a certain role. Since a retrieval element usually contains
many terms, a buffer (accumulator) for each such element
is needed. The accumulator holds the temporary score for
each term. After processing all postings of all terms, the accumulators are sorted and represent the computed ranking.
This method has a serious disadvantage. Although users
want to see only a few of the best scored elements, we have
to store and sort all elements containing one of the query
terms. The continue heuristic [24] avoids this problem by
allowing only ¨ accumulators to be allocated. After reaching the upper bound ¨ , new elements are discarded but the
existing accumulators are still updated. To assure that the
¨ first elements have potentially the highest scores, query
pairs are evaluated in order of decreasing IEF.
Lexicon
term t i

IEF( t i , s1) ... IEF( t i , s|S| ) Total

Postings

Figure 3. Inverted Element Frequencies of
each term in the lexicon of the text index

In comparison with traditional retrieval methods the
ranking of elements using formula 4 described in section 3.2
requires more information to be integrated in the inverted
file. The Inverted Element Frequencies (IEF) of each term
can be calculated at the time the indexes are built and stored
in the lexicon (see figure 3). Based on the postings we
have to determine the 3   X> qrl5 of each term. Storing all
i
3   XXqr¢5 directly in the
postings would be very expensive
i
in size. If a term   occurs in an element  , the frequencies of all elements containing  have to be listed in the
postings. That is because the term occurs in these elements
too (hierarchical inclusion). The term frequency 3 XXq r 5
i
also depends on the structural role q r being queried. Therefore one posting has to be generated for almost every element and every role. The number of postings for each term
would be in © 3 s ª«slHs mLs 5 , where ª is the set of all elements

and m the set of all structural roles.
To reduce the number of postings the frequency
3 Xq r 5 could be determined by means of the structure
i
index that preserves the hierarchical structure. Only the pair
3   freq 3  55 has to be stored in the postings (see figure 4). As every term occurrence is stored only once in
the postings regardless of the number of roles to which it
belongs (for example title and section), a great amount of
storage space can be saved. In particular, elements that are
only a composition of other elements (like section in figure 1) are never stored in the postings.
determine

ej maxfreq( ej )

Structure Index

ej1 maxfreq( ej1 )

f ( t i , ej , sk)

ej2 maxfreq( ej2 )

Text Index
term t i ...
Lexicon

ej1 freq( t i , ej1 )

...

ej2 freq( t i , ej2 )

...

Postings

Figure 4. Term frequency 3 X|l q r 5 of every
i
element  and every role q r can be determined by means of the structure index and
 3 X|5
i$¬
Traversing the postings of a query term   , every
recorded term occurrence for an element  is propagated
to the retrieval elements containing  by following the path
from  to the root of the structure index. To evaluate the
retrieval function, one must be able to retrieve the parent
of an element (GC   3 5 ), check the roles of this element
¬ T
( q 3 5 ), and obtain the maximum frequency of any term
¬¢®l¯
 3 ¢5 ). All the informaoccurring in this element (° >±
i$¬
tion can be extracted from the structure index described
above. Pseudo-code describing the algorithm is given in
algorithm 1.
Since a retrieval element  on such a path can be affected by many postings of term   , an additional counter
(²  in the algorithm) for each retrieval element is re¬
quired. First of all, the set of accumulators and counters has
to be initialized (line 1). According to the continue heuristic, the query pairs are processed in decreasing IEF order
(lines 2–6). For every term u³ , all counters are set to ´ (lines
7–8) and all postings of this term are traversed (line 9). µo
¯
should denote the relevance of the posting for all ancestor

q in the beginning. The path
elements and is set to
i ¯
from element  of this posting is followed up to the root
where G describes the actual element (lines 10–11 and 20).
If the associated role q!³ of query term u³ is contained in the
set of roles of the actual element (lines 12, 13), the occur-

Algorithm 1 Ranking with adapted continue heuristic
Require:
£
Number of accumulators ¨·¶¸´ , Result type q¹ ¡ xm ,
n p 3 Xq r 5tsN , q r xmY#
Query y
1: º(»½¼ , Freq »½¼
3
2: sort n by decreasing IEF Xq r 5
3:
»¾s Zs
T
J to do
4: for 
¯
T
5:
get next 3 _Xq5¿n
6:
u³t» , q ³t»½q
7:
for all Freq¡· Freq do
8:
Freq¡ »2´
9:
for all 3 >  3 u³u¢55 postings of term u³ do
i$ ¬
10:
µo »
q , G »À
¯
i
¯
G
11:
while do
12:
if q ³  roles 3EG 5 then
µo £ » 
13:
¯
¬Á
14:
if q¹ ¡  roles 3EG 5 then
O º and s ºwsAÄ¨ then
15:
if ºLÂÃN
16:
º Â »2´ , º(»½ºQÅxº Â #
17:
FreqÂ »À´ , Freq » Freq ÅÃ FreqÂ #
18:
if º Â Nº and µo   then
¯
¬Á 3 u³uX5
19:
FreqÂ » FreqÂ d
i$¬
G
Æ
3
G
20:
 parent 5
21:
for all º ¡ Nº do
22:
º ¡ »2º ¡ dÃ¥ 3 q!³5$H IEF 3 u³Xq!³5$H Freq ¡ O maxfreq 3 ¢5
rences are relevant for all ancestor elements and µo is set
¯
to   . If G is a retrieval element (line 14) and s ºws does not
¬Á
exceed ¨ , a new accumulator and a new counter has to be
allocated (lines 15–17). If the term occurrences induced by
the posting are relevant to this retrieval element, the counter
can be updated (lines 18–19). After processing all postings
of u³ , the term frequencies 3 u³uXq!³5 of retrieval elements
i
are available in the counters and the corresponding accumulators can be updated with ¥ 3 q!³5 , IEF 3 u³u q!³5 , and maxfreq ¡
(lines 21–22).
With this approach, storage capacity savings can be
gained at the expense of some loss of time for traversing
the paths. Note that in practice the height of structured documents is modest. If the cost of accessing the parent and
the roles of an element is constant, the loss of time is modest also. The advantage is that the size and the number of
postings can be reduced to a minimum.

tion) within the M Y V IEW project9 to query and explore a
local warehouse of bibliographic data.

5.1 Structure Index
The implementation of the structure index follows the
description in section 4. Only the realization of the roles attribute is sketched here. Testing an element on a certain role
is heavily used by the ranking algorithm. Therefore the test
should require constant time. Furthermore, each array element should have the same size. Due to the prototypic character of the implementation, we limit the number of roles to
a small constant and use a bit vector for the implementation
taking one bit to represent a structural role. If a bit is set to
1, the element has the structural role represented by the bit.
Otherwise, the element does not belong to it.

5.2 Text Index
The text index is divided into four different files in our
implementation. The goal is to keep the size of all entries in
the lexicon equal without wasting storage capacity. As the
terms in the collection vary in length, they are not stored in
the lexicon but in a separate file ( terms). Thus the storage
requirement for each word is simply its size in characters
with no overhead. Searching for a term  can be done by a
simple string searching algorithm (we use the Boyer-MooreHorspool [11]) on the terms file. The string search permits the left and right truncation of terms with minimal implementation overhead. The lexicon file ( lexicon) contains the starting position of the term in the terms file.
Since entries are sorted by their increasing distance from
the beginning of the file, a binary search can be performed
on the lexicon to find the entry belonging to   .
The number of IEFs is also different for each term (some
terms may not occur in elements of a role). They are
therefore stored in an extra file ( ief). The fourth file
( postings) contains all the postings. Each posting of
a term  consists of the element identifier EID for the element  (the index of the element in the structure index) and
freq 3 uX¢5 the number of direct occurrences of  in this element (see below the dotted line in figure 4). The splitting
of files is shown in figure 5.

5.3 Storage Requirements

5 Implementation Aspects

The structure index, the text index, and the ranking algorithm (see algorithm 1) have been implemented in C++

The previous sections described the design of the
XPRES approach. We now outline some implementation
aspects. The prototypical system will be employed to index
SGML/XML document collections and to evaluate posed
queries. XPRES is currently used (as an additional applica-

9 The M Y V IEW project aims at the integration of both structured and
unstructured bibliographic information from a diversity of heterogeneous
Internet repositories such as electronic journals and traditional libraries.
Based on the user’s individual information need, M Y V IEW maintains a
personalized warehouse for bibliographic data in a unified scheme which
is locally available for browsing, ad hoc queries and analysis [25].

_lexicon

_terms

5.4 User Interface

Query "datalog"
textsearch

database
databases
databse
datalog
datamation

binary search
Pos in
_terms

Cnt in
_ief

Pos in
_ief

Cnt in
_postings

Pos in
_postings

_ief

_postings

Figure 5. The text index is divided into four
different files

and tested on the OHSUMED.91 collection (see also section 6).10 OHSUMED.91 is made up of 74,337 references to
medical articles (about 97 MB). Each reference consists of
two identifiers, authors, source, title, abstract, and some human assigned terms (MeSH indexing terms). Table 1 shows
some key features of the collection and the corresponding
indexes.
Total Number of Elements
Number of Indexed Elements
Total Word Occurrences
Total Unique Words
Total Text
StructureIndex
TextIndex
Total Index

Beside the core retrieval functionality, a simple user interface is provided. The front end is built as a Web application to simplify usage and achieve platform independency.
Searching and browsing, by means of a table of contents,
are supported. The advanced query form (see figure 6) allows the user to assign a set of terms to the indexed structural roles (retrieval elements) and adjust the weighting and
retrieval parameters. A simple search form without these
technical details is also provided. In particular, the parameters a and b cannot usefully be chosen by the end-user.
They should be optimized for the collection by the information provider. The Web pages are created dynamically by
Python11 scripts. They integrate the C++ code that has been
written to manage the indexed data and employ a template
mechanism12 to produce HTML.

642,252
347,563
13,394,880
308,605

101,651,517 bytes

(100.000%)

6,951,260 bytes
84,690,596 bytes
91,641,856 bytes

(6.838%)
(83.315%)
(90.153%)

Table 1. Some data about OHSUMED.91 and
the corresponding indexes

The total number of elements in OHSUMED.91 is
642,252. As the evaluation requires only a subset of these
elements, namely the reference, the identifier, the title, the
abstract and the MeSH terms, the number of indexed elements decreases to 347,563 or 54% of the total number.
The structure index for these elements is quite modest in its
space requirements. It needs only 7% of the original text
size.
The complete text index with 308,605 different words in
the term list ( terms) and just as many entries in the lexicon ( lexicon) is very large (83% of the original text
size). This seems to be unacceptable but a great amount
of space is wasted by the postings (78%) because of their
non-compressed format. We are currently working on compression to avoid this drawback.
10 The collection, a clinically-oriented MEDLINE subset for information retrieval research, consists of 5 subsets of medical articles belonging to the years 1987 to 1991. The total of 348,566 documents in the
five subsets is about 400 MB in size. The resources are available at
ftp://medir.ohsu.edu/pub/ohsumed/.

Figure 6. Advanced query form

6 Evaluation
The recently emergent need for standardized testbeds
and evaluation frameworks in the new and challenging domain of Internet information retrieval applications is recognized. First approaches have been discussed in workshops13 and in various articles (database selection techniques [12, 13], retrieval of structured documents [23]). The
latter present manually constructed testbeds which are not
available for public use. Thus we have to face the problem
11 http://www.python.org
12 http://www.zope.org/Documentation/Guides/DTML
13 ACM SIGIR’99 Workshop on Evaluation of Web Document Retrieval,
see http://www.dei.unipd.it/˜ims/sigir99/

of building our own testbed but at the expense of noncomparable results. We therefore decided, as a first step, to restrict
the evaluation to the usual retrieval capabilities – so that no
structural conditions in the queries are allowed – and to use
a common test collection.
We chose the OHSUMED collection because the underlying data is structured (see section 5.3). Since the 106
queries with associated relevance judgements contain no
structural parts, we have to refrain from testing this feature. Nevertheless, we indexed the collection using our
techniques (see section 5.3) and restricted the relevance
computation to different structural parts (no restriction, abstract only, and a combination of abstract, title and MeSH
terms). We performed the tests on different subsets of the
whole collection. The results on the OHSUMED.91 subset
are shown in figure 7.
0.26
(1) whole entry
(2) abstract only
(3) abstract, title, and MeSH

0.25

handle this traditional model.
In the second experiment the queries were run on the
abstracts only. A significant improvement of precision for
lower recall values is achieved (graph (2) in figure 7). This
shows that the explicit distinction of structural elements can
improve the retrieval effectiveness. In other words, more
relevant documents are among these with higher rankings.
These results are in line with results from previous studies
(see [16]). In fact, the arbitrary assignment of query terms
to structural roles with equal weighting performs worse (see
graph (3)). This contradicts the intention of the proposed
approach, namely supporting the specification of information needs more precisely. Further experiments on other
subsets showed similar results.
This first evaluation confirms the intuitive assumption
that meaningful structural information can and should be
utilized in exploiting document collections. More experiments with structural conditions in the queries remain to be
performed.
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Figure 7. Recall-Precision Graphs for Queries
of the OHSUMED.91 Collection: (1) whole Entry, (2) Abstract only, (3) Combination of Abstract, Title, and MeSH

Those queries having relevant documents in the subset
were executed14 and the first 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, and
1000 documents in the result sets for each case were utilized
to compute the average recall-precision values. This leads
to the six recall-precision pairs depicted in figure 7.
The first graph shows the results of querying ’normal’
documents, that is those without structure. All query terms
were evaluated on the whole entry which lead to the probabilistic retrieval evaluation.15 Note that XPRES can also
14 The evaluation of the queries (2 up to 17 terms) took half a second
Ç
Ç
in the average on a Pentium R II 350MHz using RedHat R Linux 5.1.
Since this is a prototypic implementation, no performance comparisons
have been made.
15 The bad overall precision of about 0.22 is a general characteristic
of the OHSUMED collection and not a weakness of our approach. The
SMART 11.0 retrieval system performs with an average precision value of

The effective and efficient access to Web information has
become a critical research area recently [10]. Limitations of
search engines and the presence of semi-structured and unstructured information have led to the development of new
query languages and data models for Web data.
In recent years, many efforts have been made in developing retrieval models and in evaluating retrieval tools to
provide functionalities such as search, storage, access, and
organization. In the following, we describe some of the proposed approaches and compare them with ours.
The ELF data model and the SGQL query language [3]
have recognized the necessity of ranking and also take some
ranking operators into consideration but they do not define
the calculation of such a ranking. The graph-based text
model OEM, and the query language Lorel for semistructured documents [1], extend the object-oriented standards
ODMG and OQL. XQL16 is a query language that uses
XML as a data model. As with most existing retrieval techniques, Lorel and XQL lack the ability to rank the result
set. The ranking of structured documents by processing
structured queries with an inference net is presented in [19].
The experiments conducted show an improvement of the retrieval result again justifying our approach.
There already exist some approaches to index creation
for the processing of embedded structural information. Integrating all structural information in an inverted file as described in [17] does not support any additional functionalities because the access to all information is only available
through the terms. To avoid this disadvantage, [9] presents a
about 0.26 on the whole collection.
16 http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98/pp/xql.html

splitting of the textual and structural information into three
different inverted files. The limitation of this approach is the
loss of the hierarchical dependencies of the elements. The
approach to indexing structure described in [20] is closely
related to ours. It adds some extra information to avoid
passing the whole array and allows random access within
the array. However, using the index for ranking is not considered.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we present the XPRES approach to incorporating knowledge of the structural information embedded in
documents within the framework of probabilistic retrieval.
A query language for specifying a user’s information need
is described and a modified retrieval function for calculating ranked retrieval results derived. The central idea is the
separate determination of the word distributions within hierarchically structured document parts and the weighted combination of the latter ones. Appropriate data structures in the
form of different indices facilitating the practical evaluation
of queries are presented. Currently, we are mainly working
on a different evaluation scenario and studying the influence
of updates on the index structures.
We have discussed the XPRES approach in the domain of searching document collections, but the principal
methodology and index design are of general interest for a
number of other application domains beyond the consideration of purely textual documents. We strongly believe that
the chosen approach is a worthwhile step in the direction of
efficient structured document retrieval.
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